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Civil Dialogue Guidelines 

 

1) HOST INTRODUCES SESSION 

Welcomes audience and introduces goals 

Introduces fact checker and clarifies their role 

Introduces facilitator and clarifies their role 

Provides closing summary of dialogue 

 

2) FACILITATOR INTRODUCES GROUND RULES 

In service to the group 

Create safe place for dialogue 

Calm presence 

Dialogue, not agonism 

Engage in critical thinking 

Listen respectfully while others speak 

 

3) FACILITATOR REVEALS CONTROVERSIAL STATEMENT 

Allow audience to review positions 

Clarification or discussion of terms in the statement 

Offer historical or pertinent info about the statement 

Announces dialogue participants 

 

4) FACILITATOR PREPARES PARTICIPANTS FOR DIALOGUE 

Asks participants to state their names for the audience 

Review the format of the dialogue 

Review ground rules 

State the order for opening statements 

 

5) PARTICIPANTS OFFER OPENING STATEMENTS 

Approx. 1 minute each, Statements are not prepared (extemporaneous) 

Facilitator prompts discussion with prepared or emergent question. 

 

6) CORE DIALOGUE 

Approx. 10-15 min 

Participants talk to each other with minimal interruption 

The facilitator or any participant can call for a fact check 

The facilitator may need to ask questions or encourage clarification of statements 

 

7) DIALOGUE OPEN TO AUDIENCE 

Approx. 5-10 minutes 

The facilitator invites audience questions/comments 

Dialogue participants can contribute to conversation 
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8) FACILITATOR, PARTICI PANTS AND HOST CLOSE SESSION 

Participants offer closing statements, approx. 1 min 

Participants return to their seats 

A wrap up and summary statement is offered by the facilitator 

Facilitator re-introduces the host 

Host closes the session 

Key themes identified and discussion about what progress occurred 

Encourages feedback through reflection  

Offers any additional resources 

 

9) REFLECTION  

 

At the completion of each civil dialogue, the class will write a one paragraph reflection 
on how their opinions have developed as a result of your facilitated conversation which 
you will use in your reflection on the civil dialogue.   

 

Your follow-up reflection will occur in three paragraphs. In the first, you will respond to 
the comments your fellow classmates made about how the civil dialogue influenced their 
views on the issue. In the second paragraph, reflect on your own learning in this 
experience. What has changed for your resulting from the civil dialogue? In the third and 
final paragraph, you will reflect on the collaboration in your group. Was it fair and 
equitable? What were the strengths and areas for improvement? I will use these in my 
analysis of group member participation in this assignment.  

 

The reflection is due one week after your facilitation and is worth 5% of your final grade. 


